
Let's Go to the Zoo! (Lesson Plan)

Given "Let's Go to the Zoo"
listening activity, Animal Dynamics

Worksheet & Zoo Day activity, I
can demonstrate dynamics, vocal

exploration & locomotor
movement.
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Grade Level

I can demonstrate self-awareness
by identifying my emotions.

 
I can demonstrate dynamics,
vocal exploration & locomotor

movement. 

Greeting 
As student's walk in, allow them to choose a
greeting.
K-2nd: Show the Feeling's Wheel on the board, and
have student's choose which animal they feel the
most like! Walk them through each animal,
demonstrating emotions and acting out their sounds.  
3rd-5th: When student's are seated, have student's
"turn and talk" with a group of 2 or 3 to talk about
which emotion they are feeling on the Feeling's
Wheel and why. After 3 minutes, ask if they'd like to
share with the class.  

Listening Activity
Notice that around the room, you'll see animal
posters. When you're listening to "Let's Go to the
Zoo", when you hear the animal, walk over to the
poster of that particular animal. Feel free to act out
the animal movements & sounds as well!   

Circle Time Discussion
While listening to the song, what emotions did each
of the animals have? 
Which animal are you the most like? Why?  
How can you feel a feeling without letting it
become you?
Explain that It's important to identify your emotions
and know that it will pass. Just because you feel
angry (or sad, worried, scared) right now, doesn't
mean it will last forever. The sooner you can identify
your emotion, the sooner it will pass.

Animal Dynamics Activity
 Give them some time to explore the emotions on the
worksheet and color. 
Cut out the flashcards, pair together animals with
dynamics, then explore the sounds. 

Zoo Day (Virtual or in-person Field Trip)
Print out Zoo Day Passports and help student's cut
the template and create into their own booklet.
Take an in-person or virtual field trip to the Zoo.
Explain the BINGO, Animal Emotions and drawing
portions of the Zoo Day Passport.  

Goodbye Song

Resources:

Self-Awareness

SEL Standards

N&W Song & Music Video- "Let's
Go to the Zoo 

N&W-"Let's Go to the Zoo"
Printable Activities 

N&W "Let's Go to the Zoo'
Slideshow

Demonstration of Learning

Learning Objective

PreK-5th Grade

Music Standards
Dynamics

Vocal Exploration
Locomotor Movement 

Given The Feelings Wheel, I can
demonstrate self-awareness by

identifying the emotion I'm feeling
and why.


